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HPE Protect 2016  
HPE ArcSight customer map            

Securing digital transformation  
means protecting what matters most.  

Learn how to secure your users, applications and data  

by building security into the fabric of your IT infrastructure  

and enabling intelligent security operations. 

 

Protect your digital enterprise 

HPE Security ArcSight users gain significant benefits by attending 
HPE Protect. Learn how real-time correlation with advanced analytics  
can help your Security Operations team respond to today’s threats. 

 Hear our announcement of the biggest innovation in security  
operations since HPE Security ArcSight was first launched. 

 See how real-time correlation and analytics work together.  

 Learn in 70+ sessions designed specifically for security 
operations, analytics and incident response staff. 

 Gain insight from a wide variety of customers like AT&T,  
Boston College, Comcast, Gilead and Lake Health. 

 Meet with HPE product management and engineering subject  
matter experts. 

 Get tips and tricks from professional services experts.  

 Network with fellow security leaders from industry leading  
organizations. 
 

 

HPE Protect by the numbers 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Key topics at Protect 

Extend your security 

capabilities to… 

 

 Application security 

 Data security 

 Enabling secure 

digital transformation 

 Intelligent security 

operations 

 Network security 

 Public sector 

 Backup and 

governance 

 
 
Resources 

 Website 

 Session catalog 

 Justification letters for 

general and public 

sector audiences 

 #HPEProtect 
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Earn CPE credits 

Earn CPE credits to keep your CISSP credentials current. Get approximately 1 credit per 

hour you attend (varies by certification organization). 

 

Meet with HPE leaders  

HPE Protect attendees may attend individually tailored discussions with HPE executives 

and product specialists. Once you register, contact your sales rep to pre-book a 45-

minute meeting. Leverage the opportunity to explore how HPE can help you protect your 

digital enterprise.    

Attend training 

Come learn with us! Add value to your trip to HPE Protect, deepen your product 

knowledge and build your skills by attending pre-event training. Earn up to 14 CPE 

credits by attending training. And, save $300 when you enroll in training and purchase an 

HPE Protect pass. See all training offered. 

 

Agenda at a glance 

Tues., Sept. 13 Wed., Sept. 14 Thurs., Sept. 15 Fri., Sept. 16 

All Day 

Arrivals 

 

Evening 

Welcome Reception in  
the CyberSecurity Hall 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

General session 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Noon 

Lunch 

 

Afternoon 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Evening 

Evening on own 

 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

Women Leaders in 
Technology breakfast 

CyberSecurity Hall 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

 

Noon 

Lunch 

 

Afternoon 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Evening 

Celebration event 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

CyberSecurity Hall 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

 

Noon 

Departures 
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HPE ArcSight sessions 

See the session catalog to view all the sessions offered at HPE Protect. Customer-led sessions are 
indicated with (C). Especially check out the ones targeted at HPE ArcSight users: 

ID Session Title Session Type 

B10019 Behind the scenes of the HPE SOC – a security analyst perspective Breakout  

B10022 Enrich HPE Security ArcSight with real-time threat intelligence Breakout (C) 

B10024 Hacking the hallways - SIEM and PSIM revisited Breakout (C) 

B10026 To automate or not to automate - leveling the battlefield Breakout 

B10027 HPE Security ArcSight MSSP dojo Breakout 

B10028 
If we only had the resources - what companies can do when they automate 
incident response 

Breakout (C) 

B10038 Setting up the Apache Kafka Event Broker in your current environment Breakout 

B10044 Maslow’s hierarchy of security monitoring - application and results Breakout (C) 

B10047 Automating incident response with HPE Security ArcSight ESM Breakout (C) 

B10053 The five W's of a hunt team Breakout 

B10054 Seeking insider threats Breakout 

B10059 Tips and tricks for MSSPs Leveraging ArcSight ESM to Win Proof of Concepts Breakout (C) 

B10079 Security with four P’s Breakout 

B10100 
Progress report - HPE Security ArcSight Activate Framework drives the state of 
Minnesota's SOC operations 

Breakout (C) 

B10102 
HPE Security ArcSight Activate Framework - basics for adding your product's 
events to the framework 

Breakout (C) 

B10107 
Improving breach / insider event detection - marrying SIEM with additional 
advanced analytics capability 

Breakout (C) 

B10113 How data science can help secure your organization Breakout 

B10183 Security economics - automation and orchestration Breakout (C) 

B10217 Detecting the outliers with HPE Security ArcSight UBA Breakout (C) 

B10230 
Multi-level SIEM data forwarding with HPE Security ArcSight and ForcePoint 
HSG 

Breakout 

B10266 Leveraging HPE Security ArcSight for customized vulnerability risk scoring Breakout (C) 

B10271 Upcoming advanced innovations in the HPE Security ArcSight portfolio Breakout 

B10280 Jackson Health System - automated threat management case study Breakout (C) 

B10290 HPE Security ArcSight Data Platform 2.0 - what's new Breakout 

B10298 Twenty-thousand logs under DC Breakout (C) 

B10334 HPE Security ArcSight ESM - SIEM now and the way forward Breakout 

B10335 Protecting your digital enterprise; stories from the oil field Breakout (C) 

B9404 Case management in a hierarchical ESM deployment Breakout (C) 

B9407 How to get the best value out of your SIEM investments Breakout 

B9451 
HPE Security ArcSight ESM customer case study on managing distributed 
environments 

Breakout (C) 
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B9675 
Threat intelligence sharing integration with HPE Security ArcSight ESM in a 
government environment 

Breakout (C) 

B9790 
HPE Security ArcSight ESM high-availability configuration and implementation 
best practices 

Breakout 

B9792 
How HPE's Cyber Defense Center uses advanced technologies to improve 
investigation and incident response 

Breakout 

B9812 SIEM in a deception world Breakout (C) 

B9827 Context is king - faster and better decisions with real-time threat intel Breakout (C) 

B9830 Activate your SOC using the new HPE Security ArcSight Activate Framework Breakout (C) 

B9832 Discover the unknown unknowns assets Breakout (C) 

B9839 Big data for security threat analytics, now and later Breakout (C) 

B9855 Service accounts are serving the attacker Breakout 

B9865 
Transforming HPE Security ArcSight into a powerful Cloud Access Security 
Broker (CASB) 

Breakout (C) 

B9873 Implementing HPE Security ArcSight in an a multi-tenant environment Breakout 

B9875 
Hierarchical HPE Security ArcSight - scalability and confidentiality for large 
distributed organizations 

Breakout 

B9877 
Maintaining privacy with HPE ArcSight - now with HPE format preserving 
encryption 

Breakout 

B9909 
HPE Security ArcSight as the security nerve center - integrate with your IT 
infrastructure and certify your integration 

Breakout 

B9938 Turbocharging your HPE Security ArcSight ESM email notifications Breakout (C) 

B9945 HPE Security ArcSight MSSP pay-per-use program Breakout 

B9968 
Brazil’s largest book seller stamps out fraud using HPE Security ArcSight to 
monitor over 100 stores 

Breakout (C) 

B9971 
How the first MSSP in Russia is using HPE Security ArcSight as a SIEM to 
deliver SOC functions 

Breakout (C) 

B9972 Army of loggers - searching for that needle at billions of EPS Breakout 

B9982 Solving the identity problem - adaptive authentication and user behavior analytics Breakout (C) 

B9986 
The end of manual SIEM management – welcome to HPE Security ArcSight 
automation and predictive maintenance 

Breakout 

B9993 
HPE Security ArcSight and phishing intelligence disrupting attackers - an efficient 
incident response team workflow operation 

Breakout (C) 

TK10411 
Establishing an efficient and effective security posture leveraging HPE 
Security ArcSight innovations 

Track Keynote 

TT10033 
The future of threat investigation and how HPE Security ArcSight will trigger 
remediation faster 

Turbo Talk 

TT10037 Introducing the new HPE Security ArcSight Event Broker for Apache Kafka Turbo Talk 

TT10040 Streaming real-time data using the event broker and DNS malware analytics Turbo Talk 

TT10060 Asset and network modelling in HPE Security ArcSight ESM and Express Turbo Talk 

TT10062 Activate your DNS malware findings Turbo Talk 

TT10081 UX improvements in HPE Security ArcSight ESM and Command Center Turbo Talk 

TT10087 Enhance visibility with automated HPE Security ArcSight reporting Turbo Talk 

TT10104 
Validating your SOC’s people, processes and technology with simulated 
scenarios - a pink team approach 

Turbo Talk 
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Track keynotes 

See the session catalog to view the other track keynotes, which are strategic, executive-led discussions 
targeted at key areas of end-to-end security: 

TK10343 Application Security 

Vision, strategy and roadmap - a view into HPE Security Fortify's future 

TK10141 Backup and Governance 

Information management and governance as a protective measure in the era of big data 

TK10341 Data Security 

Let the journey begin - building a modern data security program 

TK10286 Network Security 

The new NAC – device discovery and policy control for wired, wireless and IOT networks 
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